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The aim of this paper is to study the structure of the composition algebras of
affine type. It turns out that they have a triangular decomposition P m T m I
corresponding to the division of the indecomposables into the preprojectives, the
regulars, and the preinjectives. By the recent Ringel]Green theorem the composi-
tion algebra can be twisted in order to obtain the positive part Uq of the
Drinfeld]Jimbo quantized enveloping algebra U s Uym U 0 m Uq of the corre-
sponding Kac]Moody algebra, and one obtains a corresponding triangular decom-
position for Uq, in particular, a natural basis of Uq in terms of A-representations.
Q 1998 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Ž . w x0.1. Given a Cartan datum I, ? in Lusztig's sense L, p. 2 , or,
equivalently, a symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix in Kac's sense
w xK1, pp. 1, 14 , one has, on one hand, the Drinfeld]Jimbo quantized
y 0 q Ž w x.enveloping algebra U s U m U m U see, e.g., L, 3.1.1, 3.2.5 of the
Ž . Ž w x.Kac]Moody algebra of type I, ? see, e.g., K1, 0.3.1 ; on the other hand,
Ž . Ž .the twisted generic version C# A of the composition algebra C A in
w xRingel's sense R3; R1; R7; R10, Part III, Sect. 5 , where A is a finite-
Ž . Ždimensional hereditary algebra over a finite field of type I, ? see, e.g.,
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w x. w x Ž .R10, Part III, Sect. 4 . Ringel proves in R7; also R3 that C# A satisfies
the quantum Serre relations, which induces an algebra epimorphism
q Ž . Ž . wU “ C# A ; Green introduces a comultiplication for C# A G1, Theo-
x Ž .rem 1 , and then proves that there exists an algebra epimorphism C# A
w x q w“ f, where f is defined in L, p. 5 which is isomorphic to U ; see L, 33,
x q Ž .1.5 . These give the famous Ringel]Green isomorphism: U ( C# A
Žw x w x.G1, Theorem 3 ; also R3, p. 586; R4, p. 400; R8, p. 105 .
This realization of Uq in terms of the representation theory of finite-
dimensional hereditary algebras provides the Ringel]Hall algebra ap-
Žproach to quantum groups. Thus, information on A-modules e.g., being
.indecomposable, preprojective, regular, dimension vectors, defects, etc.
gives new information on elements of Uq; and information on the module
Žcategory of A e.g., the Auslander]Reiten quivers, the reflection functors,
.exceptional sequences, tubes, etc. gives new information on the structure
of Uq. This remarkable isomorphism also allows us to present a natural
basis of Uq in terms of A-representations. If A is representation-finite,
w x Ž .then it is proved in R4, Prop. 6 that the subalgebra C# A of the
Ž . Ž .Ringel]Hall algebra H# A coincides with H# A , and then it is proved in
w xR9 that the elements corresponding to A-indecomposables give a
Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt basis of Uq, and, moreover, one can get Uq as anÂ
iterated skew polynomial ring by the Auslander]Reiten quiver. If A is
Ž . Ž .representation-infinite, then C# A is a proper subalgebra of H# A .
Note that the composition algebras of tubes are completely determined in
w x qR6 . Thus, in order to carry information on A-modules into U , the first
Ž .question is to determine which kinds of elements in H# A , that is, which
kinds of isoclasses of finite A-modules, or combinations of isoclasses of
Ž . Ž .A-modules, lie in C# A , and then to see what the structure of C# A
looks like.
Ž .The aim of this paper is to study the structure of C# A for A being of
affine type. For simplicity, we only deal with the simply laced case and the
Žuntwisted multiplication however, all considerations hold for the twisted
w x. Ž .one introduced in R7 . It turns out that C A has a triangular decompo-
sition P m T m I corresponding to the division of the indecomposable
modules into the preprojective, the regular, and the preinjective ones.
Ž .Thus, after taking the twisted and generic version of C A , we obtain a
corresponding triangular decomposition for Uq, in particular, a natural
basis of Uq in terms of representations of A.
“ “
0.2. Let A s k^ be the path algebra of a finite quiver ^ over a finite
field k with q elements. All A-modules considered are finite-dimensional
over k, and hence are finite as sets. For the representation theory of A, we
w xrefer the reader to DR, R0, CB, Ker, ARS . In the standard literature, k
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is usually assumed to be algebraically closed. We keep vigilance such that
what we use are valid for a finite field.
Ž . Ž .Let P i and I i denote the projective and the injective at vertex i,
Ž . Ž .respectively, and let S i denote the simple with projective cover P i , and
Ž . ninjective hull I i . For a module X, denote by dim X g N the dimension0
Ž . Ž .vector of X ; that is, dim X is the Jordan]Holder multiplicity of S i inÈi
Ž . Ž Ž . .X. Since A is a path algebra, we have dim X s dim Hom P i , X .i k A
² : n ² : yT TConsider the Ringel form ], ] on Z : x, y s xC y , where C is the
Ž . Ž w x.matrix with ith column being dim P j . Then see R0, p. 70 :
² :dim X , dim Y s dim Hom X , YŽ .k A
y dim Ext1 X , Y for A-modules X , Y .Ž .k A
Ž Ž . 1 Ž .Thus, the integer dim Hom X, Y y dim Ext X, Y depends only onk A k A
. Ž .dim X, dim Y. The corresponding quadratic form is denoted by q x [
² : nx, x . For ^ being of Dynkin and Euclidean types, an element x g N is0
Ž .called a positive root of ^ if q x F 1; a positive root x is said to be real
Ž .if q x s 1. Then the set of positive roots of ^ is exactly the set of the
dimension vectors of A-indecomposables; and if x is a positive real root,
Žthen there is a unique indecomposable with dimension vector x see, e.g.,
w x. Ž w xK2, p. 79 . For ^ being a Dynkin diagram, this is due to Gabriel G :
The map X “ dim X gives a bijection between the isoclasses of A-inde-
composables and the positive real roots of ^; for ^ being a Euclidean
w x .diagram, see also R0, p. 130 .
Since A is hereditary, the Auslander]Reiten translates are endofunc-
1 Ž . y1tors of the category of finite A-modules with t s D Ext ], A and t sA
1 Ž Ž . . Ž .Ext D A , ] , where D s Hom ], k . Let F be the Coxeter transforma-A
n n Ž Ž .. Ž .tion: Z “ Z , defined by dim P i F s ydim I i . Then dim t X s
Ž . y1dim X F for X having no projective summands, and dim t X s
Ž . y1dim X F for X having no injective summands. Recall the
Auslander]Reiten formula:
Ext1 X , Y ( D Hom Y , t X ( D Hom ty1 Y , X .Ž . Ž . Ž .A A A
Now suppose that ^ is a Euclidean diagram. A positive root z with
Ž . Žq z s 0 is said to be imaginary. Contrary to an algebraically closed field,
for a positive imaginary root z, there are only finitely many A-indecom-
.posables M with dim M s z. Then there is a unique minimal positive
 n Ž . 4imaginary root n such that z g N N q z s 0 s Zn. This n is as follows0
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Ž w x.see, e.g., DR, Tables
1 1
1 ??? 1
Ä ÄA : 1 ??? 1 n q 1 vertices , D : 2 2 ??? 2 n G 5 ,Ž . Ž .n n
1 1
1
2 2
Ä ÄE : 1 2 3 2 1, E : 1 2 3 4 3 2 1,6 7
3
ÄE : 1 2 3 4 5 6 4 2.8
The Auslander]Reiten quiver of A in this case has one preprojective
component, one preinjective component, and a separating tubular family
Žbut it is not parametrized by the projective line P k as over an alge-1
.braically closed field . In particular, if P, R, I are indecomposable prepro-
jective, regular, preinjective, respectively, then
Hom R , P s Hom I , R s Hom I , PŽ . Ž . Ž .
s Ext1 P , R s Ext1 R , I s Ext1 P , I s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Note that the dimension vector of a homogeneous quasi-simple may be not
n, but a multiple of n; however, there exists a homogeneous quasi-simple
Žwith dimension vector n This is also true for a finite field; for a complete
w xproof see for example Z1, Proposition 1.1 . It uses the perpendicular
.category and reduces to the Kronecker case. For a tube T of rank m G 2,
any indecomposable of quasi-length m in T is of dimension vector n; in
particular, the direct sum of all quasi-simples in T has the dimension
w xvector n. See DR .
Ž .We shall use the normalized defect function introduced by Dlab and
w x Ž .Ringel DR, p. 11; R0, p. 149 . By definition, the defect › M of a module
² : Ž n.M is n, dim M we also say the defect of an element in N . Thus, given0
a short exact sequence 0 “ X “ M “ Y “ 0, we have the so-called defect
formula:
› M s › X q › Y .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .An indecomposable M is preprojective resp. regular; preinjective if and
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . . ym Ž .only if › M - 0 resp. › M s 0; › M ) 0 . Let P s t P i . Then
for any regular module N with dim N s n we have
› P s › P i s n s ydim Ext1 N , P s ydim Hom P , N .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . i k k
Žw x.0.3. Ringel R1, p. 435 has generalized the concept of the Hall
Ž w x.algebra for a local principal ideal domain see Macdonald's book M to
an arbitrary finitary ring. A ring R is said to be finitary provided that
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1 Ž .Ext M, N is a finite set for any pair of finite R-modules M, N. Thus, forR
example, a finite-dimensional algebra over a finite field is finitary.
Ž .Let A be a finitary ring. By definition, the Ringel]Hall algebra H A of
w xA is the Q-space with basis the set of isoclasses M of all finite modules,
with multiplication
w x w x M w xN ? N [ F M ,Ý1 2 N , N1 2
w xM
where F M is the number of submodules N of M with N ( N andN , N 21 2
Ž . w xMrN ( N . Then H A is an associative Q-algebra with identity 0 . Thus,1
Ž .the structure of H A is determined by the category of finite A-represen-
tations, and, on the other hand, it also reflects the properties of this
category.
Ž . Ž .By definition, the composition algebra C A is the subalgebra of H A
w Ž .xgenerated by all isoclasses of simples S i , 1 F i F n. Assign to an
w x Ž . Ž .element M g H A its degree dim M. Let H A be the Q-subspace ofd
Ž . w x Ž .H A with basis the set of isoclasses M with dim M s d, and C A sd
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H A l C A . Then H A s [ H A and C A s [ C A ared d dd d
n Ž . Ž .both N -graded rings, and C A is the Q-subspace of H A spanned by0 d
w Ž .x w Ž .xall monomials S i ??? S i , such that the number of occurrences of i in1 t
Ž .the sequence i , . . . , i is exactly d for 1 F i F n, where d s d , . . . , d1 t i 1 n
g Nn and t s d q ??? qd .0 1 n
L Ž .The structure constants F of H A are usually not easy to count.M , N
We list some facts used in this paper
LEMMA. Let A be a finitary k-algebra, where k is a finite field with q
elements.
Ž . M[Ni If both End M and End N are fields, then F sM , N
qdim k Hom AŽN, M ..
Ž . Ž . L Lii Assume that Hom N, M s 0. If F / 0, then F s 1.A M , N M , N
Ž . Ž . 1 Ž .iii Let Ext M, N be the set of extension classes in Ext M, NL A
with middle term L, and a the order of automorphism group of M asM
A-module. Then
< <Ext M , N aŽ . L LLF s .M , N < <a a Hom M , NŽ .M N A
Ž . 1 Ž .iv Assume that dim Ext M, N s 1. If h: 0 “ N “ L “ M “ 0k A
is a nonsplit exact sequence, then
q y 1 a aŽ . L M[Nw x w x w x w xM ? N s L q M [ N .
< < < <a a Hom M , N a a Hom M , NŽ . Ž .M N M N
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Ž . w x Ž w x.The formula iii is due to Rm, GP see also G1 . For information on
w xa , we refer the reader to R1, Z .M
0.4. Let A be a representation-infinite path algebra. For d g Nn, we0
Ž w x.have see Z :
w xr [ M g C A ,Ž .Ýd
w xM
where M runs over the regulars may be decomposable with dim M s d.Ž .
ŽThis is a finite sum since A is finitary; if there are no regulars M with
w x . Ž .dim M s d, then r [ 0; also r [ 0 . Let T be the subalgebra of H Ad 0
generated by all elements r , d g Nn.d 0
1 Ž .Let X be a stone; that is, X is an indecomposable with Ext X, X s 0.A
w x Ž . Ž w x. Ž .Then X g C A see R9, Z . The subalgebra of H A generated by all
regular stones is denoted by S .
Ž .Let P and I be the subalgebras of H A generated by indecompos-
able preprojectives and indecomposable preinjectives, respectively. Then
Ž . w x Ž w x.P resp. I has a basis P see I with P running over preprojectives
Ž .resp. I running over preinjectives . Thus we get subalgebras of
Ž . ŽC A : T, S , P, I we use, for example, P instead of P if we need toA
.specify A .
Ž .Let P ? T ? I be the Q-subspace of H A spanned by all elements
w x w x w x w xP ? r ??? r ? I , where P g P, I g I, and m G 0. Similarly, wed d1 m
have P ? T, P ? S ; T ? I ; S ? I ; etc.
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄMAIN THEOREM. Let A be a path algebra of type A , D , E , E , or E .n n 6 7 8
Ž .Then C A s P ? T ? I.
Since P ? T ? I s P m T m I, we then get a triangular decompositionQ Q
Ž .structure for C A . If we take a basis of T, then we get a natural basis of
Ž .C A .
0.5. In Section 1 we deal with modules M with dim M Pr n, and prove
Ž .Theorem 1.1. For modules M with dim M ) n and › M s "1, we factor
Ž .it by using a homogeneous quasi-simple H with dim H s n 2.1]2.3 . See
also Propositions 2.6 and 2.7. These are basic steps for our reductions.
In Section 3 we use the Ringel monomials to prove some lemmas on
commutative behaviors, which turn out to be useful for later applications.
Since these monomials start with simple injectives, in order to minimize
Ž .this restriction, we apply the Auslander]Reiten transformations in H A ;
see Section 4.
In Section 5 we deal with the Hall products which are of degree n.
Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 seem to be unavoidable for reductions.
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A formalization of arguments for proving the Main Theorem is de-
Äscribed in Section 6; and then the Main Theorem is proved for type An
Ž .6.4 , this proof is independent of the orientations.
In Section 7 we use the reflections on composition algebras to show that,
in order to prove the Main Theorem, it suffices to consider only one
orientation for every type of diagram.
Sections 8 and 9 are devoted to the proofs of the Main Theorem for type
Ä Ä Ä ÄD , E , E , or E , by choosing some special orientations. Finally, we given 6 7 8
some consequences of the Main Theorem in Section 10.
Ž .1. SUBALGEBRAS OF C A
Ž . Ž . nLet x s x , . . . , x , y s y , . . . , y g N . Define x F y pointwisely1 n 1 n 0
Ž .i.e., x F y for 1 F i F n ; and x - y if and only if x F y, x / y.i i
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄLet A be a path algebra of type A , D , E , E , or E , with minimaln n 6 7 8
positive imaginary root n. The aim of this section is to prove
Ž .THEOREM 1.1. Let S , T, P, I be the subalgebras of C A defined in
0.4. Then
Ž .i S is generated by quasi-simple regular stones, and S : T.
Ž . w xii Let M be an A-module with dim M Pr n. Then M g P ? S ? I.
w xIn particular, if M is a regular with dim M Pr n, then M g S .
Ž .iii S ? P : P ? S .
Ž X.iii I ? S : S ? I.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 1.2. If d Pr n, then C A s H A : P ? S ? I : P ? T ? I.d d
w xLEMMA 1.3. Let M be a quasi-simple regular stone. Then r s M .dim M
Proof. Assume that N is a regular with dim N s dim M. Since A is a
path algebra, it follows that End M ( k. ThenA
² : ² :1 s dim End M s dim M , dim M s dim M , dim Nk
s dim Hom M , N y dim Ext1 M , N .Ž . Ž .k k
Ž .Let X be an indecomposable direct summand of N such that Hom M, X
/ 0. Since M is quasi-simple, it follows that each nonzero morphism
f : M “ X is injective. Hence we get dim X F dim M F dim X, that is,
N s X ( M.
1.4. Given elements x, y in a ring R, the element xy y yx is called the
commutator of x and y.
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Ž .LEMMA. Let T m be a tube of rank m G 2 with quasi-simples
Ž .M , . . . , M , and M an indecomposable in T m .1 m
Ž . w xi If M is a stone which is not quasi-simple, then M is an iterated
commutator of M , . . . , M .1 n
Ž . w x w xii If M is of quasi-length m, then M y t M is an iterated commu-
Ž w x Ž ..tator of M , . . . , M note that M itself is not in C A .1 n
Ž .Proof. Assume that t M s M . Let M t denote the indecomposablei iq1 i
with quasi-top M and quasi-length t.i
Ž . Ž . 1Ž Ži Let M s M t with 2 F t F m y 1. Since dim Ext M , M t y1 k 1 2
.. Ž Ž . . 1Ž Ž . . Ž Ž1 s 1, Hom M t y 1 , M s Ext M t y 1 , M s Hom M , M t y2 1 2 1 1 2
..1 s 0, it follows from Lemma 0.3 that
w x w x w xM s M ? M t y 1 y M t y 1 ? M .Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1
Thus, the assertion follows by induction on t.
Ž . Ž . 1Ž Ž ..ii Let M s M m . Since dim Ext M , M m y 1 s1 k 1 2
1Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .dim Ext M m y 1 , M s 1 and Hom M m y 1 , M sk 2 1 2 1
Ž Ž ..Hom M , M m y 1 s 0, by Lemma 0.3 we have1 2
w x w xM s M ? M m y 1 y M [ M m y 1 ,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
w x w xt M s M m y 1 ? M y M [ M m y 1 .Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .Since M m y 1 is a stone, the assertion follows from i .2
Ž .1.5. Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Lemma 1.4 i we see that S is generated
by all quasi-simple regular stones, and then by Lemma 1.3 we have S : T.
Let M be a regular A-module with dim M Pr n. Use induction on
1Ž . 1Ž . w xdim Ext M, M . If Ext M, M s 0, then M is a product of stones, andk
w x 1Ž .hence M g S . Suppose that Ext M, M / 0. Since dim M Pr n, it fol-
lows that M must be decomposable and all indecomposable direct sum-
mands of M are stones. Let M s M [ ??? [ M with all M regular1 m i
w x w x w x w xstones, and let M ??? M s c M q Ý c N . Then c / 0,1 m M w N x/ w M x N M
and for every N in the sum with c / 0, we know that N is again regularN
1Ž . 1Ž . Žwith dim N s dim M Pr n, and dim Ext N, N - dim Ext M, M see,k k
w x. w xe.g., GP, Prop. 2.1 . Then N g S by induction, and hence M g S . This
Ž .proves ii .
Ž .By duality it remains to prove iii . Since S is generated by quasi-simple
w xregular stones, it suffices to prove M ? P g P ? S for any quasi-simple
g
regular stone M. For this, let 0 “ P “ X “ M “ 0 be a nonsplit exact
Žsequence with P preprojective. Then X is preprojective otherwise, the
restriction of g to a regular direct summand of X is epic since M is
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.quasi-simple, and then its kernel is a nonzero regular submodule of P! . It
follows that
w x w x dim k HomŽP , M .w x w xM ? P g q P ? M q P g P ? S .
Ž .2. FACTORIZATIONS IN C A
Ž .In this section we discuss factorizations of some elements in C A which
will be useful to our reductions. It seems that it is also of independent
Ä Ä Ä Ä Äinterest. Let A denote a path algebra of type A , D , E , E , or E , withn n 6 7 8
minimal positive imaginary root n.
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Let P be preprojecti¤e with › P s y1 and I bey1 y1 1
Ž .preinjecti¤e with › I s 1, and let M be an indecomposable regular module.1
Ž .i Let 0 / f : P “ P with P preprojecti¤e. Then f is injecti¤e.y1
Ž . Ž .ii Let 0 / f : P “ M. Then either f is injecti¤e, or Im f isy1
regular. In particular, if M additionally is quasi-simple, then f is injecti¤e or
surjecti¤e.
Ž X.i Let 0 / g : I “ I with I preinjecti¤e. Then g is surjecti¤e.1
Ž X. Ž .ii Let 0 / g : M “ I . Then either g is surjecti¤e, or Im g is1
regular. In particular, if M additionally is quasi-simple, then g is surjecti¤e or
injecti¤e.
Ž . Ž .Proof. By duality we only need to prove i and ii .
Ž . w xi This observation is due to BGL, 2.1 : By the defect formula we
have
y1 s › P s › Im f q › Ker f F y1 q › Ker f .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .y1
Ž .This forces Ker f s 0.
Ž . Ž .ii Let Ker f / 0. Again by the defect formula we have
y1 s › P s › Ker f q › Im f F y1 q › Im f ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .y1
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..that is, › Im f G 0. Since › Im f has no preinjective direct summands,
Ž Ž .. Ž .it follows that › Im f s 0 and Im f is regular. And if M additionally is
Ž .quasi-simple, then Im f s M.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let H be a homogeneous quasi-simple with dim H s n.
Ž . Ž .i If P is preprojecti¤e with › P s y1 and dim P -r n, then there
X Ž X.exists a preprojecti¤e P with › P s y1 such that
w x w x w X x w X x w xP s H ? P y q P ? H .
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Ž X. Ž .i If I is preinjecti¤e with › I s 1 and dim I -r n, then there exists a
X Ž X.preinjecti¤e I with › I s 1 such that
w x w X x w x w x w X xI s I ? H y q H ? I .
Ž . Ž .Proof. By duality we only need to prove i . Let 0 / f g Hom P, H .A
Ž . Ž .Since dim P -r n s dim H, we have Ker f / 0. By Lemma 2.1, Im f is
regular. Since H has no nontrivial regular submodules, it follows that
Ž . 1 Ž X. Ž X. Ž X .Im f s H. Since dim Ext H, P s y› P s 1 s dim Hom P , H ,k A k A
by Lemma 0.3 we have
w x w X x w x dim k Hom AŽP X , H .w X x w x w x w X x w xH ? P s P q q P ? H s P q q P ? H .
w x Ž . w xRemark. Note that H f C A . The reason for choosing H is as
Žfollows: Since the Hall algebra of a polynomial ring is commutative see
w x.M, p. 183 , and since homomorphisms and extensions between two
indecomposables from different homogeneous tubes are zero, we know
Ž .that the subalgebra of H A generated by all direct sums of homogeneous
Ž .regular indecomposables is in the center of the subalgebra of H A
w xgenerated by all regular modules. In particular, H commutes with every
element in T.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.3. i Let P be a preprojecti¤e with › P s y1. Then
either dim P - n or dim P ) n.
Ž X. Ž .i Let I be a preinjecti¤e with › I s 1. Then either dim I - n or
dim I ) n.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let N be an indecomposable with dim N s n.
Ž .i If P is preprojecti¤e, then
w x w x y› ŽP .w x w xN ? P y q P ? N g P ? S .
Moreo¤er, if N is a homogeneous quasi-simple, then
w x w x y› ŽP .w x w xN ? P y q P ? N g P.
Ž X.i If I is preinjecti¤e, then
w x w x › Ž I .w x w xI ? N y q N ? I g S ? I .
Moreo¤er, if N is a homogeneous quasi-simple, then
w x w x › Ž I .w x w xI ? N y q N ? I g I .
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Ž .Proof. By duality we only need to prove i . Assume that 0 “ P “
g
M “ N “ 0 is a nonsplit exact sequence. Since, by assumption, N is
X X Ž .regular, we have M s P [ R with P a nonzero preprojective and R a
<regular. Let R / 0 and h s g . Since P has no regular submodules, itR
Ž .follows that Ker h s 0. Also, h cannot be surjective since the sequence is
Ž .nonsplit. Thus, dim R - n, and then by Theorem 1.1 ii we know that
w x w x Ž . Ž .R g S , and M g P ? S . Since dim Hom P, N s y› P , it followsk
Ž . Ž . w x w x y› ŽP .w x w xfrom Lemma 0.3 i and ii that N ? P g q P ? N q P ? S .
If N is a homogeneous quasi-simple, then the module R above must be
zero since N has no nontrivial regular submodules. From this the assertion
follows.
LEMMA 2.5. Let P and I be an indecomposable preprojecti¤e and preinjec-
ti¤e, respecti¤ely.
Ž . y1i If dim P ) n, then dim t P ) n.
Ž X.i If dim I ) n, then dim t I ) n.
Ž . Ž .Proof. By duality we only need to prove i . Since q dim P y n s
² :dim P y n, dim P y n s 1, it follows that there exists a unique inde-
composable M with dimension vector dim P y n, and M is preprojective
Ž . Ž . y1 y1since › M s › P - 0. Thus, t M has dimension vector dim t P y n,
y1and hence dim t P ) n.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.6. i Let P and P be preprojecti¤es with › P sy1 y1
1 Ž . wy1. If dim P ) n and dim P )r n, then Ext P, P s 0 and P [y1 A y1
x ydim k Hom AŽPy1 , P .w x w xP s q P ? P .y1 y1
Ž X. Ž .i Let I and I be preinjecti¤es with › I s 1. If dim I ) n and1 1 1
1 Ž . w x ydim k Hom AŽ I, I1.w x w xdim I )r n, then Ext I , I s 0 and I [ I s q I ? I .A 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .Proof. By duality we only need to prove i . By Lemma 2.5 i we see
that dim ty1P ) n. Since dim P )r n, it follows from Lemma 2.1 thaty1
Ž y1 . 1 Ž .Hom t P , P s 0, that is, Ext P, P s 0.A y1 A y1
Since dim P ) n and dim P )r n, it follows that P is not a directy1 y1
Ž . w x w xsummand of P, and hence by Lemma 0.3 i we have P ? P sy1
dim HomŽP , P .k y1 w xq P [ P .y1
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.7. i Let S b be a simple injecti¤e, and let P and Py1
Ž . Ž .be preprojecti¤es with › P s y1. If dim P q dim S b s n andy1 y1
Ž . 1 Ž .dim P y dim P b Pr n, then Ext P, P s 0.A y1
Ž . w xMoreo¤er, if , in addition, dim P q dim S b Pr n, then P [ P sy1
ydim k HomŽPy1 , P .w x w xq P ? P .y1
Ž X. Ž .i Let S a be a simple projecti¤e, and let I and I be preinjecti¤es1
Ž . Ž . Ž .› I s 1. If dim I q dim S a s n and dim I y dim I a Pr n, then1 1
1 Ž .Ext I , I s 0.A 1
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Ž . w xMoreo¤er, if , in addition, dim I q dim S a Pr n, then I [ I s1
ydim k HomŽ I, I1.w x w xq I ? I .1
Ž . 1 Ž .Proof. By duality we only need to prove i . Assume that Ext P, PA y1
Ž y1 . y1s Hom t P , P / 0. Then, by Lemma 2.1, dim t P F dim P. OnA y1 y1
the other hand, we have
dim ty1P s dim P Fy1 s n y dim S b Fy1Ž . Ž .Ž .y1 y1
s n q ydim I b Fy1 s n q dim P b ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
where the last equality follows from the definition of the Coxeter transfor-
Ž .mation F. It follows that dim P G n q dim P b , which contradicts the
assumption.
Ž .If, in addition, dim P q dim S b Pr n, then P is not a direct sum-y1
Ž . w x w xmand of P, and hence by Lemma 0.3 i we have P ? P sy1
dim HomŽP , P .k y1 w xq P [ P .y1
2.8. We introduce the following notion, which will be essential in
Section 9. Let P be a preprojective of defect ys.ys
Ž . w xi If P can be written as a Q-combination of products ofys
preprojectives of defect y1, that is,
w xP s c P ??? P ,Ýys i y1, i y1, i1 s
where c g Q, P , . . . , P are preprojectives of defect y1, then wei y1, i y1, i1 sw x w xcall P completely factorial, which is simply denoted by P sys ys
w x w x w x w x w xP ??? P , or, more simply, P s P ? P , if no confusiony1 y1 ys yŽ sy1. y1
is caused.
Ž . w xii If P can be written as a Q-combination of products ofys
w xpreprojectives, then we call P factorial, which is simply denoted byys
w x w x w xP s P ? P .ys ys ys1 2
The dual notion is used for preinjectives I with defect s. In particular,s
w x w x w x w xif I is completely factorial, then it is denoted by I s I ? I .s s 1 iy1
3. RINGEL MONOMIALS
w x Ž .3.1. Let A be a finitary k-algebra, and let X s Ý c M g H A .w M x M
w x Ž .In Z we have defined the regular part r X of X to be
w xr X [ c M .Ž . Ý M
M is regular
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Žw x . Ž w x. Ž .For example, r P ? X s 0 s r X ? I , where P and I are nonzero
Ž .preprojective and preinjective, respectively, and X g H A .
Ž . Ž . Ž m. Ž .mLet c t be the polynomial 1 y t ??? 1 y t r 1 y t . For d sm
Ž . n Ž . Ž . Ž .d , . . . , d g N , let c t [ c t ??? c t .1 n 0 d d dn 1
Ž . Ž .Assume that the simple A-modules S 1 , . . . , S n are ordered such that
1 Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . nExt S i , S j s 0 for 1 F i F j F n. For d s d , . . . , d g N , RingelA 1 n 0
w xhas introduced the following monomial in R8, p. 95 :
d dn 1u [ S n ??? S 1 .Ž . Ž .d
Ž w x.Then we have see Z
w x w xu s c q P ? r ? I g P ? T ? I , )Ž . Ž .Ýd d c
where P, I, and c run over the preprojectives, preinjectives, and elements
in Nn such that0
dim P q c q dim I s d.
ŽWe emphasize that P, c, or I above may be zero, and that the monomial
u can be written in such a way that it starts with an arbitrary simpled
w x w X xinjective S and ends with an arbitrary simple projective S , provided
w x w X x .that both S and S are factors of u . It follows thatd
r u s c q r .Ž . Ž .d d d
Ä Ä Ä ÄIn the rest of this section A is a path algebra of type A , D , E , E ,n n 6 7
Äor E .8
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.2. Let P be preprojecti¤e with › P s y1 and I be
Ž .preinjecti¤e with › I s 1. Assume that 0 “ P “ M “ I “ 0 is a nonsplit
exact sequence. Then M is regular. In particular,
w x w x dim k HomŽP , I .w x w x w x w xI ? P s q P ? I q r I ? P .Ž .
Proof. Suppose that M is not regular. Assume that M s P X [ R [ I X
with P X, R, and I being preprojective, regular, and preinjective, respec-
Ž . X X Ž X.tively. Since › M s 0, we have P / 0 / I , and hence Hom P, P /
Ž X .0 / Hom I , I . It follows from Lemma 2.1 that
dim M s dim P X q dim I X q dim R
G dim P q dim I q dim R s dim M q dim R .
This forces R s 0, P X ( P, and I X ( I. Thus, the given sequence splits.
The completes the proof.
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Ž . XLEMMA 3.3. Let S be a simple injecti¤e with › S s 1 and S be a simple
Ž X.projecti¤e with › S s y1. Then
Ž . w x w x dim k HomŽP , S .w x w xi S ? P g q P ? S q T for preprojecti¤es P with
Ž .› P s y1.
Ž X. w x w X x dim k HomŽSX , I .w X x w xi I ? S g q S ? I q T for preinjecti¤es I with
Ž .› I s 1.
Ž .Proof. By duality we only need to prove i . By Proposition 3.2 it
Žw x w x. w x w xsuffices to prove the regular part r S ? P of S ? P is in T. We do this
by induction on dX s dim P.
Ž .By ) in 3.1 we have
X X w x w X x w X xu s c q P q P ? r ? I .Ž . Ž .Ýd d c
w x XXSince S is injective, it follows that S ? u s u , where d s d q dim S.d d
Thus, we have
w x w x y1X w x w X x w X xS ? P s c q u y S ? P ? r ? I .Ž . Ýd d c
Žw x w X x w X x.Taking the regular parts of both sides and noting that r S ? P ? r ? Ic
s 0 if I X / 0, we get
w x w x y1X w x w X xr S ? P s c q c q r y r S ? P ? r .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýd d d c
w x w X x w X x X Ž X . Ž .For those terms S ? P ? r ? I with I s 0, we have › P s › P sc
y1. Thus, by Proposition 3.2 we have
w x w X x dim k HomŽP X , S .w X x w x w x w X xr S ? P ? r s r q P ? S q r S ? P ? rŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .c c
w x w X xs r S ? P ? r .Ž . c
X Žw x w X x.Since dim P - dim P, we have r S ? P g T by induction and Theo-
Ž . Žw x w x.rem 1.1 ii . It follows that r S ? P g T. This completes the proof.
Ž . XLEMMA 3.4. Let S be a simple injecti¤e with › S s 1 and S be a simple
Ž X. nprojecti¤e with › S s y1, and let d g N . Then0
Ž . w xi S ? r g T ? I.d
Ž X. w X xi r ? S g P ? T.d
Ž .Proof. By duality we only need to prove i . Assume that r / 0. Thend
Ž . X Ž .› d s 0. Let d s d q dim S. By ) in 3.1 we have
w x w xu s c q r q P ? r ? IŽ . Ž .Ýd d d c
w x w x w x w xs c q r q P ? r ? I q P ? r ? I .Ž . Ý Ýd d c cž /
Ž . Ž .› P sy1 › P -y1
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Ž X. Ž .XSince › d s 1, it follows that r s 0. Again by ) we haved
X X w X x X w X xu s c q P ? r ? IŽ . Ýd d c
X X w X x w X x X w X xs c q r ? I q P ? r ? I .Ž . Ý Ýd c cž /
XP /0
w x w x w x dim k HomŽP , S .w x w x Žw x w x.XUsing S ? u s u and S ? P s q P ? S q r S ? P ford d
Ž .› P s y1 by Proposition 3.2, we have
w x y1 X w x w x w xS ? r s c q u y S ? P ? r ? IŽ . Ýd d d c
Ž .› P sy1
w x w x w xy S ? P ? r ? IÝ c
Ž .› P -y1
y1
X X w X x w x w x w xs c q c q r ? I y r S ? P ? r ? I q X ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýd d c c
Ž .› P sy1
where
y1
X w X x X w X xX s c q c q P ? r ? IŽ . Ž . Ýd d c
XP /0
dim k HomŽP , S .w x w x w xy q P ? S ? r ? IÝ c
Ž .› P sy1
w x w x w xy S ? P ? r ? I .Ž .Ý c
Ž .› P -y1
w x w xNoting that S ? r is a combination of M such that each M has nod
w xpreprojective direct summands, and that X is a combination of N such
Žthat each N has a nonzero preprojective direct summand observe that if
Ž . w x w x w x w x› P - y1, then S ? P is a combination of N such that each N has
Ž . Ž . .a nonzero preprojective direct summand since › P q › S - 0 , it fol-
Ž . w xlows that X must be zero. Thus, by Lemma 3.3 i we have S ? r g T ? I.d
Ž .LEMMA 3.5. Assume that A satisfies the inducti¤e hypothesis D :
C A : P ? T ? I for all x - d. DŽ . Ž .x
Ž . X n Xi Let S be a simple injecti¤e, and d g N with dim S q d s d.0
w x XThen S ? r g T ? I.d
Ž X. X X n X Xi Let S be a simple projecti¤e, and d g N with dim S q d s d.0
w X xXThen r ? S g P ? T.d
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Ž . XProof. By duality it suffices to prove i . Assume that r / 0. Then byd
Ž .) we have
X X X w x w xu s c q r q P ? r ? I .Ž . Ž .Ýd d d c
Ž . Ž . Ž X.Since › P q › I s › d s 0, it follows that P / 0 / I. Applying the
Ž . w x w xinductive hypothesis D to S ? P ? r , we know it is in P ? T ? I. Itc
follows that
w x X Xy1 w x w x w xS ? r s c q u y S ? P ? r ? I g P ? T ? I .Ž . Ž .Ýd d d c
Ž .Remark. Note that S in lemma 3.5 i need not be of defect y1 as in
Ž . Ž .Lemma 3.4 i ; however, we have to use D . Although the conclusion of
Lemma 3.4 is contained in Lemma 3.5, we still need it since it need not use
Ž .D . This is essential for applying the Auslander]Reiten transformations.
4. AUSLANDER]REITEN TRANSFORMATIONS
The Auslander]Reiten translates are basic tools in the representation
w xtheory of algebras. As pointed out in R9 , they are also very useful in the
Ringel]Hall algebras, composition algebras, and quantum groups.
w x Ž .4.1. Let X s Ý c M g H A . The Auslander]Reiten transfor-w M x M
Ž .mations of H A are defined as follows:
w x y1 w y1 xt X [ c t M g H A , t X [ c t M g H A .Ž . Ž .Ý ÝM M
w x w xM M
LEMMA. Let A be a finitary hereditary k-algebra.
Ž .i If both M and N ha¤e no projecti¤e direct summands, then
w x w x w x w xt M ? N s t M ? t N .Ž .
Ž X.i If both M and N ha¤e no injecti¤e direct summands, then
y1 w x w x w y1 x w y1 xt M ? N s t M ? t N .Ž .
Ž .Proof. By duality we only need to prove i . Since both M and N have
no projective direct summands, it suffices to prove
Ft L s F L for every module L.t M , t N M , N
< Ž . < < Ž . <Since A is hereditary, we have Ext t M, t N s Ext M, N and a st L L t M
a , and hence the assertion follows from Lemma 0.3.M
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PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A be a finitary hereditary k-algebra. Then A is
Ž .representation-infinite if and only if C A has a nonzero subalgebra, for
which t is an algebra automorphism. In this case we ha¤e
Ž .i The Auslander]Reiten transformation t is an automorphism of
subalgebras T and S with in¤erse ty1.
Ž . y1ii t is an endomorphism of the subalgebra I, and t is an endo-
morphism of the subalgebra P.
Ž . Ž . y1Ž .iii t P ? T ? I : P ? T ? I ; t P ? T ? I : P ? T ? I.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.1 and the fact that t r s r ,d d F
y1t r s r , where F is the Coxeter transformation.d d F
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄNow suppose that A is a path algebra of type A , D , E , E , or E .n n 6 7 8
Ž .LEMMA 4.3. Let P be preprojecti¤e with › P s y1 and I be preinjecti¤e
Ž . w x w x dim k HomŽP , I .w x w xwith › I s 1. Then I ? P g q P ? I q T, pro¤ided that
one of the following conditions is satisfied:
Ž . y1i P lies in the t -orbit of a simple projecti¤e,
Ž X.i I lies in the t-orbit of a simple injecti¤e.
Ž .Proof. Assume that, for example, condition i is satisfied. Then P s
ym Ž X .t S, where S is a simple projective of defect y1. By Lemma 3.3 i we
have
w m x w x dim k HomŽS , t m I .w x w m xt I ? S g q S ? t I q T
dim k HomŽP , I .w x w m xs q S ? t I q T .
Now, apply tym and then the assertion follows from Lemma 4.1 and
Proposition 4.2.
Ž .LEMMA 4.4. Let P be preprojecti¤e with › P s y1 and I be preinjecti¤e
Ž . nwith › I s 1, and let d g N . Then0
Ž . y1 w xi If P lies in the t -orbit of a simple projecti¤e, then r ? P g P ? T.d
Ž X. w xi If I lies in the t-orbit of a simple injecti¤e, the I ? r g T ? I.d
Ž . ymProof. By duality we only need to prove i . Let P s t S with S a
Ž X. w xmsimple projective. By Lemma 3.4 i we see that r ? S g P ? T. Applyd F
ymt and then the assertion follows from Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2.
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5. CRITICAL MODULES
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄAssume that A is a path algebra of type A , D , E , E , or E , withn n 6 7 8
minimal positive imaginary root n. The aim of this section is to prove
Ž .LEMMA 5.1. i Let I be an indecomposable preinjecti¤e lying in the1
t-orbit of a simple injecti¤e of defect 1, and let P be a preprojecti¤e of defecty2
y2. Then
w x w x dim k HomŽPy2 , I1.w x w xI ? P g q P ? I q P ? T .1 y2 y2 1
Ž X. y1i Let P be an indecomposable preprojecti¤e lying in the t -orbity1
of a simple projecti¤e of defect y1, and let I be a preinjecti¤e of defect 2.2
Then
w x w x dim k HomŽPy1 , I2 .w x w xI ? P g q P ? I q T ? I .2 y1 y1 2
5.2. For the proof we need the following notion.
Ž . Ž .i Let S b be a simple preinjective. Then there exists a unique
Ž . Žindecomposable preprojective P satisfying dim P q dim S b s n. Sinceb b
Ž .n y dim S b is a positive real root, there exists a unique indecomposable
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..P with dim P s n y dim S b . Since › P s y› S b - 0, it followsb b b
. Ž . Žthat P is preprojective. We call P the critical module of S b note thatb b
Ž ..the projective at vertex b is denoted by P b .
Ž X. Ž .i Dually, let S a be a simple preprojective. Then the unique
Ž .indecomposable preinjective I satisfying dim I q dim S a s n is calleda a
Ž .the critical module of S a .
w Ž .x w xIn our investigation the Hall product S b ? P seems to be unavoid-b
Ž .able, where S b is a simple preinjective of defect 1 with P its criticalb
module. For this we now introduce element h .b, n
For every tube T of rank m G 2, there is a unique quasi-simple M g T
Ž . Žsuch that Hom P , M / 0. In fact, let X be the direct sum of allb
Ž . Ž . .quasi-simples in T. Then dim Hom P , X s y› P s 1. Denote byk b b
N the indecomposable in T , which is of quasi-length m and of quasi-topb,T
M. Let T , . . . , T be all the nonhomogeneous tubes of A. We define1 t
w x w xh s H q N ,Ý Ýb , n b , T
1FiFt
where H runs over the homogeneous quasi-simples with dim H s n.
Ž .Dually, let S a be of defect y1 with critical module I . Then for everya
tube T of rank m G 2, denote by N the indecomposable of quasi-lengthT , a
m and of quasi-socle M, where M is the unique quasi-simple in T such
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Ž .that Hom M, I / 0. Let T , . . . , T be all the nonhomogeneous tubes ofa 1 t
A. Then define
w xh s H q N ,Ý Ýn , a T , ai
1FiFt
where H runs over the homogeneous quasi-simples with dim H s n.
THEOREM. With the preceding notations, we ha¤e
Ž . w Ž .x w x w x w Ž .xi S b ? P s P ? S b q h .b b b, n
Ž X. w x w Ž .x w Ž .x w xi I ? S a s S a ? I q h .a a n, a
Ž . w Ž .x w xm w xm w Ž .x Ž m. Ž .w xmy 1ii S b ? P g P ? S b q 1 y q r 1 y q P ? hb b b b, n
q P ? S : P ? T ? I.
Ž X. w xm w Ž .x w Ž .x w xm Ž m. Ž . w xmy 1ii I ? S a g S a ? I q 1 y q r 1 y q h ? Ia a n, a a
q S ? I : P ? T ? I.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. By duality we only need to prove i and ii . Since › S b s 1,
Ž Ž .. ² Ž . Ž .:we see dim Hom P , S b s n y dim S b , dim S b s 0. For any ho-k b
Ž .mogeneous quasi-simple H with dim H s n, let 0 / f g Hom P , H .b
Ž .Since dim P - n, it follows from Lemma 2.1 ii that f is injective. For ab
Ž . Žnonhomogeneous tube T , let 0 / f g Hom P , N note thatb b, T
Ž . Ž . . Ždim Hom P , N s y› P s 1 . Then f is also injective otherwise,k b b, T b
Ž . Ž . Ž .Im f is regular by Lemma 2.1 ii , and hence Im f is a proper regular
submodule of N since dim P - n s dim N . Let Z be the quasi-topb, T b b, T
Ž . Ž .of an indecomposable summand of Im f . Then Hom P , Z / 0. But thisb
is impossible by the construction of N , since Z is not isomorphic to theb, T
.quasi-top of N .b, T
Ž Ž ..Now, let N s H or N s N . Take an epimorphism g in Hom N, S b ,b, T
Ž . Ž Ž ..and a monomorphism f g Hom P , N . Then fg s 0 since Hom P , S bb b
Ž . Ž .s 0. It follows that P ( ker g since dim P s dim Ker g . Thus, we getb b
1Ž Ž . .a nonzero extension class in Ext S b , P with middle term N.b
Conversely, assume that N is a middle term of a nonzero exten-
1Ž Ž . .sion class in Ext S b , P . Then N must be indecomposable sinceb
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..dim Hom N, S b s › S b s 1 and P is indecomposable, and then itk b
is regular since dim N s n is an imaginary root. We claim that N is either
a homogeneous quasi-simple or isomorphic to N .b, T
Ž XIn fact, let N g T and M be the quasi-top of N, where T is a
Ž X.nonhomogeneous tube. Applying Hom ], M to the short exact sequence
Ž . Ž X. Ž X.0 “ P “ N “ S b “ 0 gives 0 “ Hom N, M “ Hom P , M . Sinceb b
Ž X. Ž X. .Hom N, M / 0, we Hom P , M / 0, which means N s N .b b, T
Ž Ž ..Now, since Hom P , S b s 0, by Lemma 0.3 all filtration numbersb
F N are 1. It follows thatSŽb., Pb
w x w xh s S b ? P y P ? S b .Ž . Ž .b , n b b
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Ž .By induction on m, Proposition 2.4, and Theorem 1.1 iii , we then get
Ž . Ž .ii we omit the details .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 5.3. i Let I be a preinjecti¤e of defect 1, P a non-zero1 g
preprojecti¤e. Assume that 0 “ P “ M “ I “ 0 is a nonsplit exact se-1
quence. Then M s P X [ R with P X a preprojecti¤e and R a regular.
Ž X. Ž .i Let P be a preprojecti¤e of defect y1, I a nonzero preinjec-y1
ti¤e. Assume that 0 “ P “ M “ I “ 0 is a nonsplit exact sequence. Theny1
M s R [ I X with R a regular and I X a preinjecti¤e.
Ž . XProof. By duality we only need to prove i . Otherwise, let M s P [
Ž . Ž .R [ I with I nonzero preinjective. Let h s g N and K s Ker h . Then,I
Ž X .by Lemma 2.1 i , h is surjective, and by the defect formula we have
Ž . Ž . Ž .› K s › I y 1 G 0. On the other hand, we have › K F 0 since K :
Ž .Ker g s P. This forces K s 0, and hence I ( I . This means that the1
given sequence splits, which contradicts the assumption.
Ž .5.4. Proof of Lemma 5.1. By duality we only need to prove i . Apply
y1 w x w xt to the product I ? P . By Lemma 4.1, we may assume that1 y2
Ž . Ž .I s S b is simple injective of defect 1. Use induction on d s dim S b q1
dim P .y2
First, assume that P is decomposable with P s P [ P X andy2 y2 y1 y1
1Ž X . w Ž .x w x w Ž .x w x w X xExt P , P s 0. Thus, S b ? P s a S b ? P ? P , wherey1 y1 y2 y1 y1
a s qdim k HomŽP
X
y1, Py1 ..
If at least one of P and P X has dimension vector bigger than n, theny1 y1
Ž . Xby Proposition 2.6 i we may assume that dim P ) n. By using Lemmay1
Ž .3.3 i we have
y1 w xa S b ? PŽ . y2
Xw x w xs S b ? P ? PŽ .Ž .y1 y1
Xw x w xs c P ? S b q T ? PŽ .Ž .1 y1 1 y1
X Xw x w x w xs c P ? c P ? S b q T q T ? PŽ .Ž .1 y1 2 y1 2 1 y1
X Xw x w x w x w xs c P ? P ? S b q c P ? T q T ? P ,Ž .y1 y1 1 y1 2 1 y1
Žw Ž .x w x. Žw Ž .x w X .where T s r S b ? P g T, T s r S b ? P g T, c s1 y1 2 y1 1
qdim k HomŽPy1 , SŽb.., c s qdim k HomŽP
X
y1, SŽb.., and c s c c . It suffices to prove2 1 2
w X xT ? P g P ? T.1 y1
X Ž . w X x w xSince dim P ) n, by Proposition 2.2 i we have P s H ?y1 y1
w X x w X x w x XP y q P ? H , where H is a homogeneous quasi-simple and P
w X xis a preprojective of defect y1. Consider T ? P . By induction and1
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Ž .Lemma 3.3 i we have
X Xw x w x w x w xT ? P s S b ? P y c P ? S b ? PŽ . Ž .Ž .1 y1 1 y1
X Xw x w x w x w xs S b ? P ? P y c P ? S b ? PŽ . Ž .Ž .y1 1 y1
X Xdim HomŽP [P , SŽb..k y1 w x w xg q P ? P ? S bŽ .y1
X Xdim HomŽP , SŽb..k w x w xyc q P ? P ? S b q P ? TŽ .1 y1
s P ? T .
w X x w x Ž .Without loss of generality, we can write T ? P s P0 ? T , where › P01
w x w xs y1, T g T. By using the commutativity T ? H s H ? T as stated in1 1
Remark 2.2 and Proposition 2.4, we have
w X x w x w X x w X x w xT ? P s T ? H ? P y q P ? HŽ .1 y1 1
w x w X x w X x w xs H ? T ? P y q T ? P ? HŽ . Ž .1 1
w x w x w x w xs H ? P0 y q P0 ? H ? T g P ? T .Ž .
If dim P s n and dim P X s n, then dim P - n and dim P X - ny1 y1 y1 y1
Ž . Ž .by Corollary 2.3 i . If P is not critical, that is, dim P q dimS b / n,y1 y1
Ž .then dim P q dim S b Pr n. It follows from Lemma 3.3 and Theoremy1
Ž . Ž .1.1 ii and iii that
Xw x w xS b ? P ? PŽ . y1 y1
Xdim HomŽP , SŽb..k y1 w x w xg q P ? S b q S ? PŽ .Ž .y1 y1
dim HomŽP , SŽb..k y2 w x: q P ? S b q P ? S .Ž .y2
If P s P is the critical module and P X is not critical, then we havey1 b y1
1Ž X . Ž . w Ž .x w xExt P , P s 0 by Proposition 2.7 i , it follows that S b ? P sy1 y1 y2
w Ž .x w X x w xS b ? P ? P , and then repeat the above arguments. Thus, it re-y1 y1
w Ž .x w x w x Ž .mains to consider S b ? P ? P ; this is Theorem 5.2 ii .b b
Ž .Second, assume that P is indecomposable. By ) in 3.1 we gety2
y1w x w x w xS b ? P s c q u y S b ? P ? r ? I .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýy2 dim P d cy2
Ž .Again by ) we assume
y1 y1 w X x X w X xc q u s c q c q P ? r ? I s X q Y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ýdim P d dim P d c 1 1y2 y2
y1 Ž . Ž .w X x Xwhere Y denotes the sum of all those products c q c q P ? r ?1 dim P d cy2w X x XI with I / 0. Thus, X g P ? T. Also, we rewrite1
w x w xS b ? P ? r ? I s Z q Y ,Ž .Ý c 2
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w Ž .x w x w xwhere Y denotes the sum of all those products S b ? P ? r ? I with2 c
w Ž .x w x X X X w Ž .x w xI / 0. Thus, Z s Ý S b ? P ? r s X q X with X s Ý S b ? P inc 2 3 2
which P runs over decomposable preprojectives with dim P s dim P ,y2
X w Ž .x w xand X s Ý S b ? P ? r in which c / 0, and hence3 c
X dim HomŽP , SŽb..k w xX s q P ? S b q X ,Ž .Ý2 2
Žw Ž .x w x dim k HomŽP , SŽb..w x w Ž .x.where X s Ý S b ? P y q P ? S b g P ? T by the2
first case above; and
X dim HomŽP , SŽb..k w xX s q P ? S b ? r q X ,Ž .Ý3 c 3
Žw Ž .x w x dim k HomŽP , SŽb..w x w Ž .x.where X s Ý S b ? P y q P ? S b ? r g P ? T by in-2 c
duction. It follows that
w xS b ? P s X y X y XŽ . Ž .y2 1 2 3
dim HomŽP , SŽb..k w xq Y y q P ? S bŽ .Ž Ý1
dim HomŽP , SŽb..k w xyY y q P ? S b ? rŽ . .Ý2 c
s Z q Z ,1 2
w xwhere Z s X y X y X g P ? T, and Z is of the form Ýc M such1 1 2 3 2 M
Žthat every M has a nonzero preinjective direct summand note that
w Ž .x w xS b ? r is of the form Ýc M such that every M has a nonzeroc M
.preinjective direct summand .
Ž .On the other hand, by Lemma 5.3 i we have
dim HomŽP , SŽb..k y2w x w x w xS b ? P s q P ? S b q c N ,Ž . Ž . Ýy2 y2 N
where every N has no preinjective direct summands. By comparing both
w xsides, we see that Ýc N s Z g P ? T, and then the assertion follows.N 1
This completes the proof.
6. GENERAL ARGUMENTS AND COMPOSITION
ÄALGEBRAS OF TYPE An
Ä Ä Ä6.1. General Arguments. Let A be a path algebra of type A , D , E ,n n 6
Ä Ä Ž .E , or E . In order to prove C A s P ? T ? I, we always use the following7 8
arguments:
Ž . n Ž .Since C A is N -graded, it suffices to prove C A : P ? T ? I for0 d
n Ž .d g N . Use induction on d.Denote the inductive hypothesis by D , that0
is,
C A : P ? T ? I for all x - d. DŽ . Ž .x
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Ž .Since the homogeneous component C A is the Q-span of all monomialsd
w Ž .x w Ž .xS i ??? S i of degree d, we need to prove the following assertion:1 t
S i ??? S i g P ? T ? IŽ . Ž .1 t
for all monomials S i ??? S i of degree d.Ž . Ž .1 t
Ž . Ž .If S i is preprojective, or, if S i is preinjective, then the assertion1 t
Ž . w Ž .x w Ž .x w Ž .x w Ž .xfollows from applying D to S i ??? S i , or, to S i ??? S i ,2 t 1 ty1
respectively.
Ž . Ž .If S i is regular, then applying D we may assume that1
w Ž .x w Ž .x w x w x Ž .S i ??? S i s P ? T ? I , and then by Theorem 1.1 iii we have2 t
w x w xS i ??? S i s S i ? P ? T ? IŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 t 1
w xg S ? P ? T ? I : P ? T ? I .Ž .
Ž .Dually, if S i is regular, then the assertion follows.t
Ž .Now, it suffices to prove the following assertion, which is denoted by S :
w x w xS b ? P ? T ? I ? S a g P ? T ? IŽ . Ž .
for dim S b q dim P q deg T q dim I q dim S a s d, SŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where S b and S a are simple preinjective and simple preprojective,
respectively, P and I are preprojective and preinjective, respectively, and
Ž X . w x w xXT g T note that deg T [ d if T g T . Note that P , T , and I mayd
w xtake 0 .
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Assume that › S b s n , › S a s yn . For convenience, we shall1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .say that the statement S is of defect-type n , yn . Let l [ › P q › I .1 2
Then we only need to consider the case yn F l F n : In fact, if l - yn ,1 2 1
Ž . w Ž .x w x w x w X x Xthen by applying D we may assume that S b ? P ? T ? I s P ? T ?
w X x X Ž Ž .. Ž .I with P / 0, since › S b q l F y1. Thus, the statement S follows
Ž . X w X x w Ž .xfrom applying D to T ? I ? S a . If l ) n , then we have the dual2
argument.
We summarize the above process as follows:
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄLEMMA. Let A be a path algebra of type A , D , E , E , or E . Assumen n 6 7 8
Ž . Ž .that A satisfies D . If the statement S holds for all possible defect-types
Ž . Ž .n , yn and yn F l F n , then C A s P ? T ? I.1 2 1 2
Ž .6.2. Defect-type 1, y1 . Consider the following conditions:
Any simple preprojective lies in the ty1-orbit of a simple projective. OŽ .
Any simple preinjective lies in the t-orbit of a simple injective. OXŽ .
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Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄLEMMA. Let A be a path algebra of type A , D , E , E , or E . Assumen n 6 7 8
Ž . Ž X. Ž .that A satisfies O , O and the inducti¤e hypothesis D . Then the statement
Ž . Ž .S holds for defect-type 1, y1 .
Proof. Keep the notations in 6.1. We need to prove
w x w xS b ? P ? T ? I ? S a g P ? T ? IŽ . Ž .
for dim S b q dim P q deg T q dim I q dim S a s d,Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .where › S b s 1, › S a s y1. Set l s › P q › I .
Ž .If l s y1: By using D we may assume that
w x w x w xS b ? P ? T ? I ? S a s S b ? P .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . y2
Ž . Ž .Then the assertion follows from Lemma 5.1 i since S b lies in the t-orbit
of a simple injective by assumption.
Ž Žw Ž .x w x w x. w Ž .xThe reason we do not use the reduction S b ? P ? T ? I ? S a s
X w Ž .x w x Ž .T ? S a s r ? P is as follows: We cannot apply Lemma 4.4 i sincec y1
y1 .P may not be in the t -orbit of a simple projective.y1
If l s 1: This is the dual of the above.
Ž .If l s 0: By applying D we may assume that
w x w x w xS b ? P ? T ? I ? S a s S b ? P .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . y1
Ž . Ž .Then the assertion follows from Lemma 4.3 i since S b lies in the t-orbit
of a simple injective by assumption.
This completes the proof.
6.3. It is well known that if A is a hereditary algebra and S a simple
A-module, neither projective nor injective, then the Auslander]Reiten
sequences, starting in S and ending in S have indecomposable middle
term. Consequently, if S is preprojective and not projective, then S is in
y1 Ž . Žthe t -orbit of a projective P x , where x is a tip of the quiver which
.means there is exactly one edge attached to x . We have the dual
statement for S preinjective and not injective.
ÄIt follows that for a path algebra of type A a simple preprojective isn
projective, and a simple preinjective is injective.
Ä Ž .Note that for type A the possible defect-type is 1, y1 . By Lemmas 6.1n
and 6.2 we have
Ä Ž .THEOREM. Let A be a path algebra of type A . Then C A s P ? T ? I.n
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7. REFLECTIONS ON COMPOSITION ALGEBRAS
“ Ä Ä Ä7.1. Let A s k^ with underlying graph ^ of type A , D , or En n n
Ž .n s 6, 7, or 8 . We shall show in this section that, in order to prove
Ž .C A s P ? T ? I , it suffices to prove it for only one orientation forA A A
every graph ^.
“ “ “Ž .Let i be a sink of ^, and let L s k s ^ , where s ^ is the quiver
“
obtained from ^ by changing the orientation of all arrows which have i as
end point. Using this reflection s of a quiver repeatedly, we can get all
Ä Žorientations from one orientation of ^, except the type A . In the case ofn
ÄA we only can get those orientations, where the corresponding algebrasn
Ž . .have the same tubular type p, q .
The aim of this section is to prove
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION. If C L s P ? T ? I , then C A s P ? T ? I .L L L A A A
Ä Ž .For the case ^ being of type A , we have proved in 6.3 that C A sn
Ä Ä Ä ÄP ? T ? I . For the cases ^ being of type D , E , E , or E , we shallA A A n 6 7 8
prove in Sections 8 and 9 that there exists one orientation of ^ such that
Ž .C A s P ? T ? I , and hence it holds for all orientations of ^ by theA A A
above proposition.
7.2. Let A, i, L be the same as in 7.1. Then i is a source of the quiver
“ Ž . Ž .of s ^. Denote by S i the simple L-projective and H s [ P j [L L j/ i
y1 Ž .t S i the corresponding APR-tilting L-module. Then A s End H.L L
Denote by s the Bernstein]Gelfand]Ponomarev reflection functor from
Ž w xrep y L to rep y A see BGP, DR . It induces an equivalence
s : rep y L i “ rep y A i ,Ž . Ž .
Ž .where rep y L i is the full subcategory of all finite-dimensional L-
Ž . Ž .modules which have no direct summand S i , and rep y A i is the fullL
subcategory of all finite-dimensional A-modules which have no direct
1Ž Ž .. Žsummand S s Ext H, S i note that S is the corresponding simpleL L
.injective A-representation . Since L is hereditary, it follows that s is
Ž . Ž .exactly the tilting functor Hom H, ] and rep y L i is exactly theL
w xtorsion class determined by H; see APR, R0 .
Ž Ž .. Ž . w xLet H L i be the Q-subspace of H L with basis of the set of M
Ž . Ž .with M g rep y L i . Since rep y L i is closed under extension, it fol-
Ž Ž .. Ž .lows that H L i forms a subalgebra of H L . Note that s induces a
Ž . Ž .Q-linear map from H L to H A given by
w x w xs M s s M .Ž .
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Ž w x.The following lemma see R8, Theorem 5 holds for any finitary
hereditary k-algebra
Ž Ž ..LEMMA. The abo¤e s yields a Q-algebra isomorphism: H L i (
Ž Ž ..H A i .
7.3. Note that the above s maps preprojective, regular, and preinjec-
tive L-modules into preprojective, regular, and preinjective A-modules,
Ž .respectively; conversely, any preprojective resp. regular A-module is a
1Ž Ž ..s-image; also any preinjective A-module without S s Ext H, S i as aL L
Ž w x.summand is a s-image see, e.g., R0, p. 193 . It follows that
s r s r ,d d s
Ž . Ž .where r g T , r g T , ds s d for j / i, and ds s yd q Ý d ,d L d s A j j i i j“ i j
for d g Nn. Thus,0
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽLEMMA. We ha¤e s P s P ; s T s T ; s I m I ; s P ? T ?L A L A L A L L
.I m P ? T ? I .L A A A
In 7.4 and 7.5, we keep the preceding notation, in particular, assume
Ž .that A, L are as in 7.1 such that C L s P ? T ? I , and that A satisfiesL L L
Ž .the inductive hypothesis D in 6.1. Also, in the rest of this section we
1Ž Ž ..always use S to denote the simple A-injective Ext H, S i .L L
LEMMA 7.4. Let I be an A-preinjecti¤e, dX g Nn, such that dim I q dX s0
w x Xd. Then I ? r g T ? I.d
Proof. By Lemma 3.5 we may assume that I / S. If I has no direct
w x Ž .Xsummand S, then I ? r lies in the image of C L under s , and then liesd
X w x w X x w xin P ? T ? I . Assume that I s I [ S. Then I s c I ? S for someA A A
Ž . w x Xc g k*. Applying D to S ? r we may assume thatd
w x X w X x w xI ? r s I ? T ? I0d
for some T g T and I0 a preinjective. By comparing defects we know that
XŽ . w xI0 / 0; thus, the assertion follows from applying D to I ? T.
LEMMA 7.5. Let P be an A-preprojecti¤e with dim S q dim P s d. Then
w x w xS ? P g P ? T ? I .A A A
Proof. First, assume that P is decomposable.
X 1Ž X .Let P s P [ P0 such that P0 is indecomposable and Ext P , P0 s 0.
Ž . w x w X x w x w x Žw x w X x.By applying D is S ? P we may assume that S ? P s S ? P ?
w x Ž w x. w x Ž . Ž . Ž X. Ž .P0 s T ? I ? P0 . Since › I s › S q › P - › S , we see that I
w x w x Ž .has no direct summand S. Thus, T ? I ? P0 lies in the image of C L
under s , and then it lies in P ? T ? I .A A A
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Second, assume that P is indecomposable.
X Ž .Set d s dim P. Then by ) in 3.1 we have
X X w x w X x w X x w X x w X xu s c q P q P q P ? r q P ? r ? I .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýd d c c
where in the first sum P X runs over decomposable preprojectives with
dim P X s dim P. Thus, in the second sum every c / 0, and in the third
sum every I X / 0. It follows that
w x w x y1X w x w X xS ? P s c q u y S ? PŽ . Ýd d
w x w X x w x w X x w X xy S ? P ? r y S ? P ? r ? I .Ý Ýc c
Ž .The first sum is in P ? T ? I by the first case above. By using D weA A A
know that the third sum is in P ? T ? I since every I X / 0. It remains toA A A
Ž .consider the second sum: Since every r / 0, by applying D we mayc
Žw x w X x. w xassume that Ý S ? P ? r s Ý I0 ? r , and then the assertion followsc c
from Lemma 7.4.
7.6. Proof of Proposition 7.1. As in 6.1 we use induction on d to prove
Ž . w Ž .x w Ž .xC A : P ? T ? I , that is, to prove S i ??? S i g P ? T ? I for alld A A A 1 t A A A
w Ž .x w Ž .xmonomials S i ??? S i of degree d. By applying the inductive hypothe-1 t
Ž .sis D , this can be reduced to prove
w xS i ? P ? T g P ? T ? .Ž .1 A A A
Ž . Ž . Ž . w x Ž .If S i / S, then S i s s X with X a stone, thus X g C L by1 1
w x w x Žw X x. Ž X. XZ, Theorem 2 . Also, we have P s s P , T s s T with P a
L-preprojective and T X g T . It follows from Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3 thatL
X Xw x w x w xS i ? P ? T s s X ? P ? T g s C LŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .1
s s P ? T ? I : P ? T ? I .Ž .L L L A A A
Ž . w xIf S i s S, then the assertion follows from Lemma 7.5 if T s 0 . Now,1
w x Ž . w x w xlet T s r ??? r / 0 . Then by applying D to S ? P ? r ??? r wed d d d1 t 1 ty1w x w x w X xmay assume that S ? P ? T s I ? r and then the assertion followsd t
from Lemma 7.4.
This completes the proof.
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Ä8. COMPOSITION ALGEBRAS OF TYPE Dn
“
8.1. Consider the following quiver Q:
a b1 1
6
66 6 6
z z ??? z1 2 ny36
6
a b2 2
“
Then from the Auslander]Reiten quiver of kQ we see that it has simples
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .of defect y1: S a and S a , and simples of defect 1: S b and S b .1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž X.Other simples are regular. For this orientation the conditions O and O
obviously hold, since all nonregular simples are projective or injective.
Ä Ž .THEOREM 8.2. Let A be a path algebra of type D . Then C A s P ? T ? I.n
“
Proof. By Proposition 7.1 it suffices to prove the assertion for kQ,
“
where Q is given in 8.1. By Lemma 6.1 it suffices to prove the statement
Ž . Ž .S for all possible defect-types. However, we have seen in 8.1 that 1, y1
is a unique defect-type, and hence the assertion follows from Lemma 6.2.
Ä9. COMPOSITION ALGEBRAS OF TYPE En
The aim of this section is to prove
Ä Ž .THEOREM 9.1. Let A be a path algebra of type E n s 6, 7, or 8 . Thenn
Ž .C A s P ? T ? I.
9.2. In order to prove Theorem 9.1, by Proposition 7.1 it suffices to
Ä Ä Äconsider only one orientation for each type of E , E , or E . We choose6 7 8
the orientation such that the maximal vertex z is a unique source. Thus, in
the rest of this section we always denote by A the path algebras of the
following three quivers:
c16
c26
6
6 6
6ÄE : a a z b b6 1 2 2 1
c6
6 6
6 6 6
6ÄE : a a a z b b b7 1 2 3 3 2 1
c6
6 6 6 6
6 6
6ÄE : a a a a a z b b8 1 2 3 4 5 2 1
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The following facts can be easily seen from the Auslander]Reiten
quiver of A
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .LEMMA. i For E : A has simple S z s P z of defect y3; and6
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .simples of defect 1: S a s I a , t S a s S a , S b s I b , t S b s1 1 1 2 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S b , S c s I c , t S c s S c .2 1 1 1 2
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .ii For E : A has simple S z s P z of defect y4; simples of defect7
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1: S a s I a , t S a s S a , t S a s S a , S b s I b , t S b1 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 1
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s S b , t S b s S b ; and simple S c s I c of defect 2.2 1 3
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .iii For E : A has simple S z s P z of defect y6; simples of defect8
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 Ž . Ž . 3 Ž . Ž .1: S a s I a , t S a s S a , t S a s S a , t S a s S a ,1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4
4 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t S a s S a ; simples of defect 2: S b s I b , t S b s S b ; and1 5 1 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .simple S c s I c of defect 3.
Ž .iv E¤ery preinjecti¤e I of defect 1 lies in the t-orbit of a simple1
injecti¤e.
Ä Ä Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 49.3. Let V s S c for E ; S c , S b , S b , I b for E , and letI 7 1 2 2 8
y1 ÄV s S z , t S z , P a , P b , P c for E ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .P 2 2 2 6
S z , ty1S z , ty2 S z , P a , ty1P a , P b , ty1P b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 3 3 3
y1 y2 ÄP a , P b , P c , t P c , t P c for E ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 7
S z , ty1S z , ty2 S z , ty3S z , ty4S z , P a , ty1P a ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .5 5
ty2 P a , ty3P a , P a , ty1P a , ty2 P a , P a ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .5 5 4 4 4 3
ty1P a , P c , ty1P c , ty2 P c , ty3P c , ty4 P c , P a ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 2
P b , ty1P b , ty2 P b , ty3P b , ty4 P b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2 2
y1 y2 y3 y4 ÄP b , t P b , t P b , t P b , t P b for E .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 41 1 1 1 1 8
LEMMA. Let P be an indecomposable preprojecti¤e of defect ys and Iys s
Ž .be an indecomposable preinjecti¤e of defect s s G 2 . Then
Ž . w x Ž .i P is completely factorial in the sense of 2.8 if and only ifys
P f V .ys P
Ž X. w xi I is completely factorial if and only if I f V .s s I
Ž . Ž .ii Let X g V . Then Hom P , X s 0 for any preprojecti¤e PP y1 y1
of defect y1. In particular, X is not sincere.
Ž X. Ž .ii Let X g V . Then Hom X, I s 0 for any preinjecti¤e I ofI 1 1
defect 1. In particular, X is not sincere.
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Ž . 1Ž .iii Ext X, Y s 0 for X g V , Y f V with Y indecomposable.P P
Ž X. 1Ž .iii Ext Y, X s 0 for X g V , Y f V with Y indecomposable.I I
Ž .iv Let P be an indecomposable preprojecti¤e of defect ym, whereym
Ä ÄŽm is the highest defect i.e., m s 3, 4, and 6 correspond to the type E , E ,6 7
Ä . w x w Ž .x w xand E , respecti¤ely . If P / S z , then P is factorial.8 ym ym
Ž . Ž X. Ž . Ž X.Proof. Assertions ii , ii , iii , and iii can be read from the Auslan-
Ž . Ž X. Ž .der]Reiten quivers. In order to see assertions i , i , and iv , observe that
Ž . Ž X.by ii and ii the modules in V j V are not completely factorial; andP I
w xthat by Lemma 4.1 we see that if P is completely factorial, thenys
w yi x w xt P , i G 1, are completely factorial; and that if I is completelyys s
w i xfactorial, then t I , i G 1, are completely factorial. Then the assertionss
Ž . Ž X. Ž .i , i and iv can be read from the Auslander]Reiten quivers. We only
check one example; the other cases can be done similarly.
Ä y5w Ž .xLet A be of type E . Consider t P c . From the Auslander]Reiten8
quiver of A we see that the following sequences are exact:
0 “ P a “ ty5P c “ ty6 P b “ 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1
0 “ ty1P a “ ty6 P b “ ty8 P a “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1
1Ž y6 Ž . Ž .. 1Ž y8 Ž . y1 Ž ..Since dim Ext t P b , P a s 1 s dim Ext t P a , t P a , itk 1 1 k 1 1
follows from Lemma 0.3 that
y6 y5 y6t P b ? P a s t P c q P a ? t P b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1
y8 y1 y6 y1 y8t P a ? t P a s t P b q t P a ? t P a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 1
Thus,
y5 y6 y6t P c s t P b ? P a y P a ? t P bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1
y8 y1s t P a ? t P a ? P aŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 1
y1 y8q P a ? t P a ? t P aŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 1
y1 y8y t P a ? t P a ? P aŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 1
y8 y1y P a ? t P a ? t P a .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1
yiw Ž .xIn this way, we see that t P c for i G 5 is completely factorial.
Ä ÄLEMMA 9.4. Let A be the path algebras of qui¤ers of type E and E gi¤en7 8
in 9.2, and let S be a simple of defect 2 or 3. Assume that A satisfies the
Ž . Ž .inducti¤e hypothesis D in 6.1. If P and P are preprojecti¤es with › Py1 y1
Ž . Ž .s y1 and › P s y› S , such that dim S q dim P q dim P s d, theny1
w x w x w xS ? P ? P g P ? T ? I.y1
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Ž .Proof. Set i s › S . Then i s 2 or 3.
Ž . Ž .First, assume that dim P - n. Since › S q › P G 1, we havey1 y1
dim S q dim P / n and then dim S q dim P Pr n. So, by Theoremy1 y1
Ž . w x w x1.1 ii we know that S ? P g P ? S ? I. Moreover, by using the induc-y1
Ž . w x w x w xtive hypothesis D we may assume that S ? P s X ? I with X g S .y1 iy1
w x Ž X. w xIf X s 0 , then, by Lemma 9.3 i , I is completely factorial sinceiy1
Ž Ž . . Ž .I f V note that I b in V is of defect 4 . Thus, by applying D ,iy1 I 2 I
w x w x w x Žw x w x. w x w xwe may assume that I ? P s I ? I ? P s I ? P withiy1 1 iy2 1 y2
I a preinjective of defect 1 and P a preprojective of defect y2. Since I1 y2 1
Ž .lies in the t-orbit of a simple injective by Lemma 9.2 iv , we can apply
Ž . w x w xLemma 5.1 i to get I ? P g P ? T ? I.1 y2
w x Ž . Ž .If X / 0 , then by applying D and Theorem 1.1 iii we get
w x w xX ? I ? P g X ? P ? T ? IŽ .Ž .iy1
s X ? P ? T ? I : P ? S ? T ? I : P ? T ? I .Ž . Ž .
Second, assume that dim P l n. Then dim P ) n by Corollaryy1 y1
Ž . Ž .2.3 i . By Propositions 2.2 i and 2.4 we have the following expressions:
w x w x w X x w X x w xP s H ? P y q P ? H ,y1 y1 y1
w x w x i w x w x w x w x w x i w x w x w xS ? H s q H ? S q I , H ? P s q P ? H q P ,i yi
X Ž .where H, P , P and I are given in Propositions 2.2 i and 2.4.y1 yi i
Therefore,
w x w x w xS ? P ? Py1
w x w x w X x w x w x w X x w x w xs S ? H ? P ? P y q S ? P ? H ? PŽ . Ž .y1 y1
i w x w x w X x w x iq1 w x w X x w x w xs q H ? S ? P ? P y q S ? P ? P ? HŽ . Ž .y1 y1
w x w X x w x w x w X x w xq I ? P ? P y q S ? P ? P .i y1 y1 yi
Ž . w x w X x w x w x w xBy D we may assume that S ? P ? P s P ? T ? I for somey1 yŽ sq1. s
Ž .s G 0, where P is a preprojective of defect y s q 1 and I is ayŽ sq1. s
w xpreinjective of defect s. It follows from the fact that H commutes with T
as stated in Remark 2.2 and Proposition 2.4 that
i w x w x w X x w x iq1 w x w X x w x w xq H ? S ? P ? P y q S ? P ? P ? HŽ . Ž .y1 y1
i sq1w x w x w xs q H ? P y q P ? H ? T ? IŽ .yŽ sq1. yŽ sq1. s
iq1 sw x w x w x w xy q P ? T ? I ? H y q H ? IŽ .yŽ sq1. s s
g P ? T ? I .
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w x w X x w xNow consider I ? P ? P . Since I is a middle term of a nonzeroi y1 i
1Ž .extension class in Ext S, H , I has no direct summands in V , it followsi I
Ž X. w x Ž .from Lemma 9.3 i that I is completely factorial. Then by applying Di
w x w X x w x w x Žw x w X x w x. w xwe may assume that I ? P ? P s I ? I ? P ? P s I ?i y1 1 iy1 y1 1
w x Ž . Ž .P , and then by Lemma 9.2 iv we can apply Lemma 5.1 i .y2
w x w X x w x XIt remains to investigate S ? P ? P . Since dim P - dim P ,y1 yi y1 y1
we can repeat the above process and then reduce it to the first case.
This completes the proof
9.5. Proof of Theorem 9.1. By Proposition 7.1 it suffices to prove
Ž .C A s P ? T ? I, where A are path algebras of the quivers given in 9.2.
Keep the notation in 6.1. Use induction on d, and denote the inductive
Ž .hypothesis by D :
C A : P ? T ? I for all x - d. DŽ . Ž .x
Ž .By Lemmas 6.1 and 9.2 it suffices to prove that the statement S :
w x w x w xS ? P ? T ? I ? S z g P ? T ? IŽ .
for dim S q dim P q deg T q dim I q dim S z s d SŽ . Ž .
Ž Ž . Ž Ž ... Ž .holds for defect-type › S , › S z s i, ym and yi F l F m, where
Ž . Ž .l s › P q › I , z is the maximal vertex, and
Äi , ym g 1, y3 for E ; 1, y4 , 2, y4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 6
Ä Äfor E ; 1, y6 , 2, y6 , 3, y6 for E .Ž . Ž . Ž . 47 8
Ž . w x w x w xLet l s yi. By applying D to S ? P ? T ? I , we may assume that
Žw x w x w x. w Ž .x X w Ž .x w x w x w Ž .xS ? P ? T ? I ? S z s T ? S z s r ? P . If P s S z ,c ym ym
Ž .then the assertion follows from Lemma 3.5 ii . Otherwise, by Lemma
Ž . w x w x9.3 iv we see that P is factorial, thus, we may assume that P sym ym
w x w x Ž .P ? P with s , s G 1. Then the assertion follows by applying Dys ys 1 21 2w xto r ? P .c ys1
Ž . Ž .Let yi q 1 F l F m y i q 2 . Since l y m q i F y2, by applying D
w x w x w Ž .x w x w x w x w Ž .x w xto P ? T ? I ? S z we may assume that S ? P ? T ? I ? S z s S ?
w xP .yŽ myl .
Ž .If P is a direct sum of modules in V , then, by Lemma 9.3 ii ,yŽ myl . P
P is not sincere, thus, dim S q dim P Pr n since l y m q i / 0,yŽ myl . yŽmyl .
Ž .and hence the assertion follows from Theorem 1.1 ii .
If P has at least one indecomposable direct summand P withyŽ myl .
Ž . 1Ž .P f V , then by Lemma 9.3 iii we have Ext V , P s 0. It follows thatP P
P is of the form P s P [ P with P indecomposable,yŽ my1. yŽmyl . ys ys ys1 2 21Ž . w xP f V , and Ext P , P s 0. Thus, P is completely factorialys P ys ys ys2 1 2 2
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Ž . Ž .by Lemma 9.3 i , and then applying D we may assume that
w x w xS ? P s S ? P ? PyŽ myl . ys ys1 2
w x w xs S ? P ? PŽ .yŽ myly1. y1
w X x X w X x w xs P ? T ? I ? P .Ž . y1
Ž X. Ž X. XSince › P q › I s l y m q i q 1 F y1, we know P / 0. Therefore,
Ž . X w X x w xthe assertion follows from applying D to T ? I ? P .y1
Ž . w x w x w xLet l s m y i y 1. Applying D , we may assume S ? P ? T ? I ?
w Ž .x w x w xS z s S ? P . By Lemma 5.1 we may assume that i / 1, that is,yŽ iq1.
i s 2 or 3.
First, let P be indecomposable. If P g V, then dim S qyŽ iq1. yŽ iq1.
Ž . w x w xdim P Pr n. It follows from Theorem 1.1 ii that S ? P : P ?yŽ iq1. yŽ iq1.
w xT ? I. If P f V, then P is completely factorial by LemmayŽ iq1. yŽ iq1.
Ž . w x w x w x w x w x9.3 i . Thus, we may assume S ? P s S ? P ? P and thenyŽ iq1. y1 yi
Lemma 9.4 applies.
w x w x w xSecond, let P be decomposable. Let P s P ? PyŽ iq1. yŽ iq1. ys ys1 2
with P indecomposable. By Lemma 9.4 we assume s ) 1. If P f V,ys 1 ys1 1w x w xthen P is completely factorial, and hence it again reduces to S ?ys1w x w xP ? P and then Lemma 9.4 applies. If P g V, then dim S qy1 yi ys1
Ž . w x w xdim P Pr n, and hence by Theorem 1.1 ii we may assume S ? P sys ys1 1
w X x X w x w x Žw X x w x.X ? I with X g S , I g I, and then S ? P s X ? I ? P . IfyŽ iq1. ys2w x Ž . w X x w x w xX / 0 , then applying D we may assume I ? P s P , and thenys y12
Ž . Žw X x w x. w xit follows from Theorem 1.1 iii that X ? I ? P s X ? P g S ?ys y12w x w X x w xP : P ? S . If X s 0 , then we deal with the product I ? P . Sinceys 2
Ž X. w X x w x1 F › I s i y s F i y 2 F 1, we then deal with the product I ? P1 y2
Ž X.with › I s 1, and hence the assertion follows from Lemmas 5.1 and
Ž .9.2 iv .
Ž .Finally, let m y i F l F m. Since l y m q i G 0, by applying D we may
Žw x w x w x. w Ž .x w x w Ž .xassume that S ? P ? T ? I ? S z s I ? S z with j s l q i.j
Ž Ž ..If I is a direct sum of modules in V , then Hom I , S a s 0 andj I j 1
Ž . Ž . w xhence dim S z q dim I Pr n. It follows from Theorem 1.1 ii that I ?j j
w Ž .xS z g P ? T ? I.
If I has at least one indecomposable direct summand I X with I X f V ,j I
Ž X . 1Ž X .then by Lemma 9.3 iii we have Ext I , V s 0. It follows that I sI j
1Ž .I [ I with I indecomposable, I f V , and Ext I , I s 0. Thus,s s s s I s s1 2 1 1 1 2w x Ž X. Ž .I is completely factorial by Lemma 9.3 i , and then applying D wes1
may assume that
I ? S z s I ? I ? S zŽ . Ž .j s s1 2
X X Xw x w x w x w xs I ? I ? S z s I ? P ? T ? I ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 jy1 1
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Ž X. Ž X.with › P q › I s j y 1 y m. Since y1 F j y 1 y m F i y 1, we have
the following two cases: If j y 1 y m G 1, then I X / 0, and the assertion
Ž . w x w X x Xfollows by applying D to I ? P ? T ; if j y m y 1 s y1, 0, then we1
X X w x w X xmay assume I s 0 s T , that is, we need to prove I ? P : P ? T ? I,1
Ž X. Ž Ž X. X .where › P s y1 or 0 if › P s 0, then P means an element in T .
Ž X. Ž . Ž X.Then the assertion follows from Lemmas 4.3 i and 9.2 iv if › P s y1,
Ž X. Ž . Ž X.and from Lemmas 4.4 i and 9.2 iv if › P s 0.
This completes the proof.
10. CONSEQUENCES
Ž .Recall that an element X in H A is said to be a regular element
Ž . Ž .provided that X coincides with its regular part r X see 3.1 . Then by the
Main Theorem and Lemmas 3.2 and 5.3 we have
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄTHEOREM 10.1. Let A be a path algebra of type A , D , E , E , or E ,n n 6 7 8
with minimal positi¤e imaginary root n, and let P and I be a preprojecti¤eys s
of defect ys and a preinjecti¤e of defect s, respecti¤ely.
Ž . ni The N -graded algebra T s [ T is exactly the subalgebra ofn0 dd g N0Ž . Ž .C A generated by all regular elements in C A , where T is the Q-spaced
spanned by all elements r ??? r , with d q ??? d s d, and t G 1.d d 1 t1 t
Ž .ii T ? P : P ? T; I ? T : T ? I.
Ž . w x w x dim k HomŽPy1 , I1.w x w xiii I ? P g q P ? I q T.1 y1 y1 1
Ž . w x w x dim k HomŽPys , I1.w x w xiv I ? P g q P ? I q P ? T for s ) 1.1 ys ys 1
Ž X. w x w x dim k HomŽPy1 , Is.w x w xiv I ? P g q P ? I q T ? I for s ) 1.s y1 y1 s
Ž .We point out that assertion iii is not true for I and P , with s ) 1.s ys
COROLLARY 10.2. Let T , . . . , T be all nonhomogeneous tubes of the1 m
Auslander]Reiten qui¤er of A, and let N be an indecomposable in T withi i
Ž .dimension ¤ector n, 1 F i F m. Then H A is generated by P ? S ? I,
together with all homogeneous indecomposables and N for 1 F i F m.i
Ž .Proof. Note that H A is generated by all indecomposables. Let M be
an arbitrary regular, nonhomogeneous indecomposable, say, M g T . Then1
w xby the structure of a nonhomogeneous tube it is easy to see that M lies
in the subalgebra generated by all quasi-simples in T together with all1
Ž .indecomposables N g T with dim N s n, then by Lemma 1.4 ii we see1
w xthat M lies in the subalgebra generated by all quasi-simples in T and1
N . From this the assertion follows.1
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